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• Your homework is set by your subject teacher in your lesson.

• You must write down when it is due into your student planner

• You will be asked to complete an activity in this workbook

• The homework tasks will be due two weeks after it was set and

confirmed by your subject teacher.

• You will self  assess this work, in red pen, in your lesson and your

subject teacher will provide any necessary support or guidance to

complete the activities set.

• Failure to complete the homework will result in you being booked

into a Study zone session on Monday after school.

• You must complete over a fortnight:

Two English activities

Two Science activities

Two Maths activities 

One for each of the following subjects in Humanities , RS, 

Spanish, History, Geography

One Literacy activity

One DT activity
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English T2 Weeks 1&2
Use the Internet to research any terms you are unsure of.

1. Which of these is a simple sentence?
a. The man was happy.
b. Oh no!
c. The man was happy because it was the weekend.

d. The man was happy and the woman was sad.

2. What must a simple sentence contain?
a. Just a verb.
b. Just an object.
c. A subject and a verb.
d. A subject, verb and object

3. Which of these is a compound sentence?
a. The man was happy.
b. Oh no!
c. The man was happy, due to it being the

weekend.
d. The man was happy and the woman was sad.

4. What must a compound sentence contain?
a. Just a verb.
b. Just an object.
c. A subject and a verb.
d. A subject, verb and a conjunction.

5. Which of these is a complex sentence?
a. The man was happy.
b. Oh no!
c. The man was happy, due to it being the

weekend.
d. The man was happy and the woman was sad.

6. What must a complex sentence contain?
a. Just a main clause.
b. Just a subordinate clause.
c. A main clause and a subordinate clause.
d. An embedded clause.

7. Which of these is a minor sentence?
a. The man was happy.
b. Oh no!
c. The man was happy, due to it being the

weekend.
d. The man was happy and the woman was sad.
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English T2 Weeks 1&2
Use the Internet to research any terms you are unsure of.

8. True or false, a main clause can stand alone in a sentence?
a. True
b. False

9. In which of these options is the main clause underlined?
a. As it was the weekend, the girl got up late.
b. The girl, who was tired, got up late.
c. As it was the weekend, the girl got up late.

10. True or false, a subordinate clause can stand alone in a
sentence?

a. True
b. False

11. In which of these options is the subordinate clause underlined?
a. As it was the weekend, the girl got up late.
b. The girl, who was tired, got up late.
c. As it was the weekend, the girl got up late.

12. True or false, an embedded clause breaks up a main clause?
a. True
b. False

13. In which of these options is the embedded clause underlined?
a. As it was the weekend, the girl got up late.
b. The girl, who was tired, got up late.
c. As it was the weekend, the girl got up late.

14. What is a noun?
a. A person, place, thing or feeling.
b. A word used to state an action.
c. A word to describe a noun.
d. A word used to describe a verb.

15. In which of these options are the nouns underlined?
a. The old man always jumped when the big dog barked

suddenly.
b. The old man always jumped when the big dog barked

suddenly.
c. The old man always jumped when the big dog barked

suddenly.
d. The old man always jumped when the big dog barked

suddenly.
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English T2 Weeks 3&4
Use the internet to research any of the terms you are unsure of.

1. What is a possessive pronoun?
a. A name used for an individual person, place, or organisation, spelled with

an initial capital letter.
b. It usually comes before a noun or pronoun and often shows place or

direction.
c. A noun denoting an idea, quality, or state rather than a concrete object.
d. It tells you who something belongs to.

2. In which sentence is the possessive pronoun underlined?
a. James was a fire fighter.
b. The television was always on.
c. The love was shared by all the family.
d. The dog was mine.

3. What is a preposition?
a. A name used for an individual person, place, or organisation, spelled with

an initial capital letter.
b. It usually comes before a noun or pronoun and often shows place or

direction.
c. A noun denoting an idea, quality, or state rather than a concrete object.
d. It tells you who something belongs to.

4. In which sentence is the preposition underlined?
a. James was a fire fighter.
b. The television was always on.
c. The love was shared by all the family.
d. The dog was mine.

5. What is an auxiliary verb?
a. A verb that expresses necessity or possibility.
b. A verb used in forming the tenses, moods, and voices of other verbs.
c. A word or phrase whose function is to link other linguistic units.

6. In which sentence is the auxiliary verb underlined?
a. James was a fire fighter.
b. James would do anything to help people in need.
c. The dog barked, consequently the neighbours complained.

7. What is a modal verb?
a. A verb that expresses necessity or possibility.
b. A verb used in forming the tenses, moods, and voices of other verbs.
c. A word or phrase whose function is to link other linguistic units.
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EEnglish T2 Weeks 3&4
Use the internet to research any of the terms you are unsure of.

8. In which sentence is the modal verb underlined?
a. James was a fire fighter.
b. James would do anything to help people in need.
c. The dog barked, consequently the neighbours complained.

9. What is a connective?
a. A verb that expresses necessity or possibility.
b. A verb used in forming the tenses, moods, and voices of other verbs.
c. A word or phrase whose function is to link other linguistic units.

10. In which sentence is the connective underlined?
a. James was a fire fighter.
b. James would do anything to help people in need.
c. The dog barked, consequently the neighbours complained.

11. When is an exclamation mark used?
a. It is usually used after an interjection to indicate strong feelings or high

volume (shouting), or to show emphasis, and often marks the end of a sentence.
b. It is a punctuation mark that indicates an interrogative clause.
c. It precedes an explanation or list.
d. It indicates a pause, typically between two main clauses, that is more

pronounced than that indicated by a comma.

12. In which sentence is the question mark used correctly?
a. That is a ball?
b. Is that a ball?
c. The ball is big?

13. In which sentence is the colon used correctly?
a. At the shop: I bought milk, bread and cheese.
b. At the shop I bought: milk, bread and cheese.
c. At the: shop I bought milk, bread and cheese.
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English T2 Weeks 5&6

Use the internet to research any of the terms you are unsure of.

1. What is the correct definition of rehabilitation?
a. The making of articles on a large scale.
b. The action of restoring someone to health or normal life through

training and therapy after imprisonment, addiction, or illness.
c. Think deeply or carefully about something.
d. Lacking in general aim or purpose.
e. Behaviour that conforms to accepted standards of morality or

respectability.

2. What is the correct definition of reflecting?
a. The making of articles on a large scale.
b. The action of restoring someone to health or normal life through

training and therapy after imprisonment, addiction, or illness.
c. Think deeply or carefully about something.
d. Lacking in general aim or purpose.
e. Behaviour that conforms to accepted standards of morality or

respectability.

3. What is the correct definition of directionless?
a. The making of articles on a large scale.
b. The action of restoring someone to health or normal life through

training and therapy after imprisonment, addiction, or illness.
c. Think deeply or carefully about something.
d. Lacking in general aim or purpose.
e. Behaviour that conforms to accepted standards of morality or

respectability.

4. What is the correct definition of decency?
a. The making of articles on a large scale.
b. The action of restoring someone to health or normal life through

training and therapy after imprisonment, addiction, or illness.
c. Think deeply or carefully about something.
d. Lacking in general aim or purpose.
e. Behaviour that conforms to accepted standards of morality or

respectability.

5. What is the correct definition of pinpointed?
a. Having or showing compassion or benevolence.
b. A young person.
c. Someone who thinks differently to the majority of others and often

challenges the norms of society.
d. Find or identify with great accuracy or precision.
e. The punishment assigned to a defendant found guilty by a court,or

fixed by law for a particular offence.
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English T2 Weeks 5&6

Use the internet to research any of the terms you are unsure of.

6. What is the correct definition of radical thinker?
a. Having or showing compassion or benevolence.
b. A young person.
c. Someone who thinks differently to the majority of others and often

challenges  the norms of society.
d. Find or identify with great accuracy or precision.
e. The punishment assigned to a defendant found guilty by a court, or fixed by

law for a particular offence.

7. What is the correct definition of juvenile?
a. Having or showing compassion or benevolence.
b. A young person.
c. Someone who thinks differently to the majority of others and often

challenges the norms of society.
d. Find or identify with great accuracy or precision.
e. The punishment assigned to a defendant found guilty by a court, or fixed by

law for a particular offence.

8. What is the correct definition of humane?
a. Having or showing compassion or benevolence.
b. A young person.
c. Someone who thinks differently to the majority of others and often

challenges the norms of society.
d. Find or identify with great accuracy or precision.
e. The punishment assigned to a defendant found guilty by a court, or fixed by

law for a particular offence.

9. What is the correct definition of chaotic?
a. In a state of complete confusion and disorder.
b. Coming before something in order, position, or time.
c. Deserving or arousing sympathy from others.
d. Give or apportion (something) to someone.
e. In a way that is clearly seen or understood; obviously.

10. What is the correct definition of preceding?
a. In a state of complete confusion and disorder.
b. Coming before something in order, position, or time.
c. Deserving or arousing sympathy from others.
d. Give or apportion (something) to someone.
e. In a way that is clearly seen or understood; obviously.

11. What is the correct definition of evidently?
a. In a state of complete confusion and disorder.
b. Coming before something in order, position, or time.
c. Deserving or arousing sympathy from others.
d. Give or apportion (something) to someone.
e. In a way that is clearly seen or understood; obviously.



Homework 1 w/b 8th November

Clip Numbers:

Workings:

Homework 2 w/b 15th November

Clip Numbers:

Workings:

Go to the Hegarty clip as 
directed by your teacher, 
complete the activities and 
show your workings here. 
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Homework 3 w/b 22nd November

Clip Numbers:

Workings:

Homework 4 w/b 29th November

Clip Numbers:

Workings:

Go to the Hegarty clip as 
directed by your teacher, 
complete the activities and 
show your workings here. 
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Homework 5 w/b 6th December

Clip Numbers:

Workings:

Homework 6 w/b 13t h December

Clip Numbers:

Workings:

Go to the Hegarty clip as 
directed by your teacher, 
complete the activities and 
show your workings here. 
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Term 2 

Science home learning 

Year7A 
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Term 2 
Science home learning 

Year 7A 
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Term 2 Science home learning Year 7A 
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Term 2 Science home learning Year7A 
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Term 2 Science home learning Year7A 
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Term 2 Science home learning Year 7A 
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Key words - Look, Cover, Write, Check 

Country Mountain 

Longitude Equator 

Latitude 
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Key words - Look, Cover, Write, Check 

Country Mountain 

Longitude Equator 

Latitude 

Key words - Look, Cover, Write, Check 

Country Mountain 

Longitude Equator 

Latitude 

Key words - Look, Cover, Write, Check 

Country Mountain 

Longitude Equator 

Latitude 

Key words - Look, Cover, Write, Check 

Country Mountain 

Longitude Equator 

Latitude 



��• How to use your Take Away Homework Menu: 
.LO Decide how spicy you want it to be- the PERl-ometer will help you 

�
17'

�(> 
l . Yo� must complete at least one Hot or Extra Hot topic over the term

, 2. Sel
t

ct your task from the option block. 

Create a quiz with at 

least 1 O questions 

about the worlds 

Create a powerpoint 

presentation on a 

country in South 

America 
Watch 
http.s://www.youlube.com/watch?v---MfWyzrt:Flcg8 

Write five things your have 

learnt 

Workspace 

Key words - Look, Co,v,er, Write,. Check 

Relief Contour lines 

Direction Pacif'ic 

Height 

GEOGRAPHY 

TAKEAWAY 

HOMEWORK MENU 
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Key words- Look, Cover, Write, 
Check 

Religious studies Homework 1
24



Religious studies Homework 2

Key words- Look, Cover, 
Write, Check 
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Religious studies Homework 3

Key words- Look, Cover, 
Write, Check 
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YEAR 7 TERM 2 HOME LEARNING: Why did William win the Battle of Hastings in 1066?
27



YEAR 7 TERM 2 HOME LEARN[NG: Why did WUUam win the Battle of Hastings in 1066? 

Home Leaming 2 

Ell=cwh.ere in the World ... 

Resear-ch the Chino in 1066 and create either a 
p-0ster. report. pr•esentation. film or leoflet. 
Your• work should answe.r the following 
questions: 
- Who was� GuangJ 
- What did he create in 1066? 
- Why was he important? 
Useful Links: 

htt(;ls://wvvw.newworldencY.clO(;ledia.org/ 

entt:v./Sima Guang 

Hirtor-ical ReP-ortcr: 

Write a front-poge newspoper- article obout the 
Bottle of Stamford Bridge. 

You should include, A Newspaper nome. 
headl ine. sub-headlines. pjctures. quotes from 

those who were ther-e. 

Talk like a Historian: 

Create a set of pl'Ompt cards for- eoch of he 
key wor-ds and their> meonings: 

Heir. Archbishop, Authority. Ear-I. Feudol 
System, Hal"rying, Monal"ch, Monostel"Y, Motte 

and Boiley. Peosont. 

On this day_;_ 

httP-s: //www. on th i sday. corn/ 

Using this link. frnd out about and wr-ite down 
two importont events which took place on the 

same date as your birthday. 

Godwinson, William, Hardrada, Hastings, Conqueror, 

Fyrd, Housecarls, Archer, Cavalry, Armour, Feigned Retreat 
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YEAR 7 TERM 2 HOME LEARN[NG: WhY- did William win the Battle of Hastings in 1066? 

Home: Learning 3 

Bciyc:ux TaP.c:::.tnr_;_ 

ilttRs:LLwwv,;.bayeuxmuseum.com lenlthe-

�eux-tagestryJover-the-centuries/ 

Un the: link to the: Bqyc:ux my:;c:,um to create: 

a pic:c,c: of woM< abouT The: mo:t famou::. 

hi:Torical :ourcc: for 1066 .. 

Your piece: ::.h.ould amwc:r The: folllowing: 
- Wno ordered it to be made? 
- How long did it take to make and when was 

it finished,
- Special focts
- An overview of ill histol"y to the present

day. 

Timc:linc: Ta:k: 

Create a timelin.e that show.s the key event.s of 

the Year 1066. You!" timeline.s should start with 

the deo h of Edward the Confe.sso!' . 

.Q!,!iz Ma:tc:r: 

C!'eate a 20-question quiz with an.swer.s on one 

of the following topics: 
- The Battle of Fulfo"d 

- The Battle of Stamford Bl"idge 
- The Battle of Hastings

Po::.tc:r: 

Create a po,,-tel" summarising thi.s topic. You 

should include, 

Title- Why did William win the Battle of 

Ha.stings in 1066? 

Pictures, image.s and colour. 

Godwinson, William, Hardrada, Hastings, Conqueror, 

Fyrd, Housecarls, Archer, Cavalry, Armour, Feigned Retr-eat 
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LOS DEBERES: SPANISH HOMEWORK T2.1 YEAR 7 
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LOS DEBERES: SPANISH HOMEWORK T2.2 YEAR 7 

SCAN ME 
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Keyword Spelling Test 
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Keywords Definition 
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